
Heart Rate  
Hand Grips 
Order Code HR-GRIP 
 
The Heart Rate Hand Grips require a Polar® Transmitter Module (HR-TRANS, not 
included). This combination is ideal for continuously monitoring heart rate before, 
during, and after exercise or while a person is stationary. Data are wirelessly 
transmitted to iPad®, LabQuest 2, or other mobile devices that are Bluetooth® Smart 
Ready. For information on how to use the Heart Rate Hand Grip with a Polar 
Transmitter Module please download the Go Wireless® Heart Rate user guide at 
www.vernier.com/gw-hr. 
 
NOTE: Vernier products are designed for educational use. Our products are not 
designed nor are they recommended for any industrial, medical, or commercial 
process such as life support, patient diagnosis, control of a manufacturing process, or 
industrial testing of any kind. 
 
Optional Accessories   
Exercise Heart Rate Strap (order code: HR-STRAP) 
A chest strap that is used with a Polar Transmitter Module (sold separately). This is a 
hands-free option for continuously monitoring heart rate. For more information, see 
www.vernier.com/hr-strap. 
Polar Transmitter Module (order code: HR-TRANS) 
A module that transmits heart rate data wirelessly to Bluetooth Smart Ready devices 
or devices equipped to receive 5 kHz RF signals. For more information, see 
www.vernier.com/hr-trans. 
Heart Rate Receiver (order code: HR-REC) 
A 5 kHz RF receiver attached to a BTA connector. This allows the Polar Transmitter 
Module to communicate with Vernier interfaces that do not support Bluetooth Smart 
Ready devices. For more information, see www.vernier.com/hr-rec. 

Disposal Instruction 
When disposing of this electronic product, do not treat it as household waste. Its 
disposal is subject to regulations that vary by country and region. This item should 
be given to an applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and 
electronic equipment. By ensuring that this product is disposed of correctly, you help 
prevent potential negative consequences on human health or on the environment. 
The recycling of materials will help to conserve natural resources. For more detailed 
information about recycling this product, contact your local city office or your 
disposal service. 

The symbol, shown here, indicates that this product must not be 
disposed of in a standard waste container. 
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Warranty 
Vernier warrants the Heart Rate Hand Grips to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship for a period of five years from the date of shipment to the customer. 
This warranty does not cover damage to the product caused by abuse or improper 
use. 
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